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CHAPTER EIGHT 

Modernism 

B y the mid-r88os, new forces began to lead in the direction of what came to be called 

modernism. A new drama and an innovative theatrical theory were emerging. But the 

new drama, though widely read, was performed only rarely, while the innovative theatri

cal practices were being applied primarily to traditional plays. The potential of neither 

had been fully realized. 

Antoine and the Theatre Libre 

The first steps toward fusion of the two were taken in Paris by Andre Antoine (r8s8-r943), 

who was eventually known as the founder of the Independent Theatre Movement. It was 

made up mostly of private theatre clubs, which had subscription memberships and were 

not subject to censorship. This ploy gained a hearing for many previously banned plays. 

Antoine's theatre, which he called the Theatre Libre (Free Theatre) and operated from 

r887 until 1894, presented sixty-two programs of one hundred eighty-four plays. Sixty

nine playwrights had their first productions at the Theatre Libre. 

The concept of the independent theatre was Antoine's most notable contribution to 

modernism; most of his productions were in the naturalist style, and his staging devi

ated little from Saxe-Meiningen's methods. Antoine insisted on new flats for each new 

production-so the canvas would not be sagging-and specially designed settings for 

each locale. In creating sets, he sought first to imagine the locale as it would be in real life. 

He then furnished the rooms completely, including bric-a-brac. [fig 8.r) The properties 

were as authentic as he could obtain. The most famous examples were real carcasses of 

beef that were hung in a setting for Les Bouchers (The Butchers) by Fernand Icre (r8s6-

r888) in r888. Antoine once said that only after he was satisfied with every detail did he 

decide which wall of the set to remove. Sometimes furniture remained along the curtain 

line, which he always treated as an inviolable fourth wall. Although he clearly perceived 

that realistic plays demanded a certain production style, he was not fully aware that this 

style was ill suited to many new plays. Nevertheless, he produced and made French audi

en~es aware of Ibsen's plays as well as those of Gerhard Hauptmann (r862-1964), August 

Strmdberg (1849-1912), and Leo Tolstoy (1828- r9ro). 

~moine's example was followed by Otto Brahm (r8s6-r912), who established the 

Frete Biihne, or Free Stage, in Berlin in r889; ]. T. Grein (r862- 1935), who founded the 

Independent Theatre in London in 1891; and others throughout Europe. The contribution 

fig. 8.1. Lucien Metivet's 
sketch of a :.ccne from 
Antoine'!> production of 
Lt Canard Sauvagt [I" he 
Wild Duck) at the Theatre 
Libre in 1891. 
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of most of these independent theatres was largely the production 

of plays that had trouble overcoming the objections of censors. 

Although their staging was almost always realistic or naturalistic, 

as organizations they set the example, which survived throughout 

the twentieth century, of artists rebelling against the conventions 

of the commercial theatre by establishing independent theatres. 

Antirealism 

By the time the independent theatre movement got under way in 

the late r88os, another trend was becoming evident: antirealism. 

The unknowable and relative were the bedrocks of antirealism 

(and, for many critics, modernism). The antirealists' awareness 

of perpetual uncertainty (as William Butler Yeats [r86s-1939) put 

it in the poem "The Second Coming," "Things fall apart; the cen

ter cannot hold") rendered traditional artistic forms unacceptable, 

because they had been devised to represent verifiable humanist 

and scientific perceptions of reality. The belief that truth is know

able and that it should be depicted representationally-that there 

should be a direct relationship between reality as normatively 

perceived and its artistic representation-had dominated artistic 

theory and practice since the Renaissance. The skepticism of the 

realists and naturalists had been manifested in their insistence 

on seeking "truth"-usually conceived in scientific terms-and 

then representing it "objectively" without concern for conven

tional morality. But modernists refused to accept these prem

ises and substituted their own subjective visions and aesthetic 

modes (usually involving abstraction and distortion) for the 

traditional approach that had allowed the audience to compare 

the subject witl1 its artistic rendering. The rejection of the long

accepted relationship between perception and repre entation ts 

often considered the true beginning of the modernist tempera

ment. Sets of related dichotomies serve to distinguish key aspects 

of the old and new approaches: tradition/novelty, convention/ 

innovation, rules/freedom, and nature/artificiality. Arnsts, no lon

ger shackled to the natural world, could now be valued for novelt) 

and formal innovation rather than for accurate rendition of rec-

ognizable subjects. 

Symbolism 

Diverse antirealistic strands converged in the mid-r88os in svm

bolism, a movement launched m r88s with a mamfesto" ntten b) 

Jean Moreas (x8s6-r9ro) and claiming a!> member!> Step bane Mal

larme (r8.p-1898), Paul Valery (r87I- I945) , and Claude Debu~s~ 
(r862 -r918), among others. Mallarme oon became the acknov.l

edged leader. He wrote plays and poems but was most influential 

a a critic. He deplored the dominance of reahsm and throughout 



the r88os and r89os championed the need for a higher form. To 

him drama was essentially a sacred and mysterious rite that, 

through dream, reverie, allusion, and musicality, evokes the hid

den spiritual meaning of existence. He believed that the writer can 

only evoke intuitions of a mysterious reality that forever remains 

beyond human understanding. His dissatisfaction with represen

tational spectacle led him to call for the "detheatricalization of the 

theatre" and a "dematerialized stage." He once proposed a theatre 

in which there would be only one actor who would recite works 

for an audience of not more than twenty-four people. His view of 

drama as an evocation of the mystery of existence, performed with 

only the most essential and atmospherically appropriate theatri

cal aids, was to dominate the symbolist movement throughout 

the 189os. 
At first symbolist playwrights could not find a sympathetic 

theatrical platform for presenting their work, but taking their cue 

from the Theatre Libre, they adopted the independent-theatre 

approach. Paul Fort (1872-I96o), an eighteen-year-old student, 

founded the Theatre Mixte in Paris in r8go (but, after a couple 

of productions, changed its name to Theatre d'Art, by which its 

work is best known). Between 1890 and 1892, Fort presented 

seven productions, which aroused as much antipathetic as favor

able response but attracted wide critical attention. Neverthe

less, by that time a symbolist theatrical style had begun to take 

clear shape, beginning with the presentation of Pierre Quillard's 

(r864-1912) La Fille aux Mains Couples (The Girl with the Cut-off 

Hands) in 1891. The setting was made up entirely of a backdrop 

painted gold, which showed angels kneeling in prayer. The action 

took place behind a scrim. According to a program note written by 

Marcel Colliere in 1891, "We relied on speech to evoke the sets and 

to make them arise in the mind of the spectators. Our intention 

was to create through verbal charm a total illusion, which would 

not be disturbed in its abstraction by inaccuracies" (Deak, 144). 

In relation to this production, Quillard wrote, "Language creates 

the scenery as it does everything else" (Deak, 145). This statement, 

which became the watchword for the staging of symbolist plays, 

first appeared in an article by Quillard, "De I'Inutilite Absolue de 

Ia Mise en Scene Exacte" (On the Absolute Uselessness of the Pre

cise Mise-en-Scene), in which he elaborated on his idea: "The set 

should be a pure ornamental fiction which completes the illusion 

through the analogies of color and lines with the play. In most 

cases, a backdrop with a few mobile draperies will be sufficient 

to give an impression of an infinite multiplicity of time and space. 

.. . Theatre will be what it should be: a pretext for dream" (De:ik, 

145). The setting, perhaps the first entirely successful mounting 

of a symbolist play, was by Paul Serusier (1864-1927), a symbolist 

painter. On the forestage, in front of the scrim, a performer recited 

(in a monotonous voice) passages that explained the drama, while 
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behind the scrim, as if in a vision, the silhouetted actors moved 

slowly. Most symbolist productions thereafter followed the ideal 

stated by Quillard. For Remy de Gourmont's (1858-I915) Thlo
dat, a play produced in 1893 about a Christian martyr in Rome, 

the setting (viewed through a scrim) was composed of a single 

gold backdrop onto which a large number of red cutout lions had 

been glued. The scrim was especially popular with the symbolists, 

perhaps because it "dematerialized" the actors and the settings 

more than any other scenic device, converting them into shadowy 

images. 

Fort soon added the recitation of poems to his repertory. The 

poems were quite varied, but all were performed with costumed 

actors and symbolist decor. The poem "Le Bateau Ivre" (The 

Drunken Boat) by Arthur Rimbaud (1854-1909) had a setting 

composed of a four-part folding screen on which Paul Ranson 

(1864-1909) had painted an underwater garden in Japanese style. 

The Theatre d'Art also staged texts that were adapted from non

dramatic sources. Perhaps the best known was Paul Roinard's 

(1856-1930) adaptation of the Song of Songs from the Bible. In it, 

Roinard tried to coordinate speech, music, color, and scent. The 

setting consisted of three drops. The first one, downstage, was a 

scrim onto which a blue triangular cloud had been painted. The 

second drop, a cutout, framed the third drop, onto which twenty

one lilies had been painted. Most innovative was the attempt to 

use different scents dispensed by vaporizers in the auditorium to 

reinforce the moods of the Songs, but the scents, becoming inter

mixed , failed to create the individualizing effect Roinard had in 

mind. In this and most of the symbolist productions, the scrims 

and the lighting, which came from directly overhead, made the 

stage picture and action very vague-the actors appeared as fig

ures in half shadow. Almost all the settings were by young sym

bolist painters: Roinard, Serusier, Edouard Vuillard (1868-1940), 

Paul Vogler (1852-1904) , Pierre Bannard (1867-1947), Maurice 

Denis (1870-1943), Henri-Gaspard Ibels (1867-1936), Henri de 

Toulouse-Lautrec (1864-1901), and others who devoted much of 

their time to the visual appearance of the stage. Unfortunately, 

none of the designs has survived because they were painted 

directly onto the scenic surfaces. There were no preliminary draw

ings, and there were no photographs of finished settings. The 

only visual relics that have survived are the drawings made for the 

covers of programs, but they are not closely related to the stage 
scenery. [fig 8.2] 

In 1892 Fort and Aurelien Lugne-Poe (1869-1940), who had 

acted in both Fort's and Antoine's productions, began to cooper

ate on a production ofPelllas et Mllisande by Maurice Maeterlinck 

(1862-1949), the most admired symbolist playwright. Before the 

production was ready for presentation, however, Fort made his 

decision to cease his work in the theatre at the age of twenty-two. 

Lugne-Poe continued with the production and presented it in 1893. 

Shortly afterward he took as a name for his theatre the Theatre de 

!'Oeuvre (Theatre of Artistic Works), a company that lasted until 

1899. (Lugne-Poe later revived the !'Oeuvre.) 
The two best-known symbolist productions of the r89os were 

Pelllas et Mllisande and Alfred Jarry's (1872-1907) Ubu Roi, also pre

sented by the Theatre de !'Oeuvre. Pelllas was given one matinee 

performance on May 17, r893, and was repeated in Brussels to 

great praise a few days later. Unlike most symbolist plays, Pelllas 
had several scene changes (the play was divided into eighteen 

scenes). The scenery by Vogler, a landscape artist, gave the impres

sion of abstract forest foliage and a mysterious hall in the palace. 

All the sets, with mingled gradations of color, evoked tapestries. 

The lighting came entirely from above so that the characters 

seemed like shadows that blended with the scenery in moonlight. 

The sets were composed of paper flats and a curtain that moved 
across the stage on a wire. The critic William Archer, who saw 

the production in Paris, wrote: "Scene changes were indicated by 

the drawing ... of a pair of curtains hung about midway up the 
0 ] d stage .... The whole stage, with the traverses [curtams opene , 

indicated an exterior; the front stage, with the traverses closed, 
· ere occa-stood for an interior . .. . A few rough properties · · · w 

sionally thrust upon the scene. A big box or tank represented the 

two fountains which figure in the play, and a little canvas 'flat,' not 

unlike a Punch-and-Judy show, did duty for the castle wall pierced 

by Melisande's window" (rn-13). 

Fig. 8.2. Henri Baraille. Program for Le Theatre 
de I' Oeuvre's production of Annabtlla ('Tis Ptty 

Sht's a Whort), 1894. 
Henri Bauolle (F~nch, •Sp--1911). nl005-49· l•tllograph. 
9"¥ .. x uY, in. In the collectoon of the McNay Art Mu•eum, 
goft of the Tobin Theatre ArtS Fund and Museum pu~ase. 

Photognph. Mochael Smoth. 

Ubu Roi was presented in 1896, with sets by Serusier and Bon

nard, who were assisted by Vuillard, Toulouse-Lautrec, and Ran

son. Although Ubu took place in many different locations, Jarry 

simplified the scenic background into one all-inclusive setting. 

In actuality, Jarry had advocated the elimination of scenery alto

gether, stating that "decor is hybrid, neither entirely naturalistic, 

nor entirely artificial" (Shanuck, r6o). The English critic Arthur 
Symons (r86s-1945), who anended the performance, wrote a 

len thy description of the setting in his rgo6 book Studtes m Stvtn 

Arts~ but it is not as complete as the one Frantisek Deak provides 

in Symbolist Theatre: 

The backdrop was quite large, spanning almost the entire 

width of the stage. On the extreme left, a bed with yellow cur

rains was painted. Next to it was a chamber pot. A bare tree 

rew out of the foot of the bed. From above, snow fell from a 

!lue sky. A fireplace with an alchemist's cruc1ble was painted 

center stage. Above it was a big pendulum clock. A double 

swinging door opened through the middle of the fireplace, 

through which the actors made entrance ~nd exits.' Above, 

ro the right of the fireplace, was a clo ed wmdow With 0\\') 

sitting on the sill. Next to It, bats flew over sparse)}: wooded 
· Next to this was a gall ow w1th a dangling skele-mounrams. 

ton. On the extreme right was a view of counrrvside with 

woods and an ocean with a descending scarlet sun. Also 
· d the backdrop were a cave palm trees with a boa pamte on · 
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constrictor coiled around one of them, an elephant in profile 

probably facing the scarlet sun, and a dog (231). 

Every place mentioned in the script was represented on the 

backdrop but without any intention of relating one part to another. 

Symons reported that the scenery used a child's convention as 

the painting style. In the battle scenes, two men represented the 

opposing armies, but for the slaughter Jarry had bought forty life

size wicker mannequins that were beheaded. To represent that he 

was on horseback, Ubu wore a cutout of a horse's head around 

his neck. Symons reports: "Changes of scene were announced 

by ... placard. A venerable gentleman in evening dress ... trotted 

across the stage on the points ofhis toes between every scene and 

hung the new placard on a nail" (373-74). The refined, ephem

eral Pelleas could not have been more different from Ubu. The title 

character, Ubu, a fat, conscienceless bully, killed people ruthlessly 

and sprinkled his speeches with words that had never before been 

spoken on the French stage. The most notorious example was the 

epithetthat opened the play: merd-re, or shit-e. I twas repeated often 

thereafter, along with other language that contrasted sharply with 

the poetic language ofPelleas. Ubu created a considerable distur

bance in the audience; the play has ever since been noted for its 

deliberate crudeness. 

By the late 189os, the influence of symbolism was declining. 

Lugne-Poe found fewer and fewer new French symbolist plays 

of worth and began augmenting his repertory with foreign plays, 
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especially those by Ibsen, Strindberg, Hauptmann, and Oscar 

Wilde (t8s4-1900). In 1897 Lugne-Poe announced his break with 

the symbolists and his intention to present works "which dealt 

primarily with humanity and life, regardless of their origin." Many 

ofLugne-Poe's former supporters turned on him, and he closed 

the Theatre de )'Oeuvre in 1899. For all practical purposes, the 

symbolist theatre movement collapsed, although its influence did 

not wholly disappear. Nonrealistic scenery had secured a foothold 

in the theatre. 

Appia and Craig 

While the adherents to symbolism were defining and implement

ing its beliefs, a more comprehensive and general theory of design 

for the stage was being formulated by Adolphe Appia (1862-1928) 

and later by Edward Gordon Craig (1872-1966). Appia was espe

cially influenced by Wagner's writings about the theatre, but when 

he visited Bayreuth and saw Wagner's productions, he thought 

that the settings betrayed Wagner's theories. Almost all of Appia's 

writing (beginning around r891) sought to correct Wagner's 

failure to realize adequately his own vision of theatre. Appia's 

convictions are expressed in La Mise en Scene du Thedtre Wagnerien 
(The Staging of Wagnerian Music-Drama), published in 1895; 

Musique et Mise en Scene (Music and the Art of the Theatre), in r899; 

and L'Oeuvre d'Art Vivant (The Work of Living Art), in 1921. Appia 

believed that Wagner had violated his own premises when he used 

Fig. 8.3. Adolphe Appia's scene 
design for Parsifal. 
from th~ Schw~izerisch~ Th~at~rs.ammlung I 
Sw1ss Theatr~ Collection, Bern. 

realistic spectacle to express his idealized vision. The essential 

issue for Appia lay in the relationship between the moving actor 

and the horizontal floor and vertical scenery. [fig 8. 3] 

Appia conceived his designs in terms of space, volume, and 

mass, using platforms, steps, and ramps to create transitions 

between upright scenery and the floor (thereby providing oppor

tunities for the actor to move both horizontally and vertically) 

and to serve rhythmical functions in the visual composition. 

He thought that scenery should be free of nonessential detai ls 

and that all parts of a setting should be three-dimensional. To 

emphasize mass, shape, and plasticity, Appia called for multidirec

tional lighting with strong contrasts. [fig 8.4] And because he 

Fig. 8.5. Appia's design of open scenery for Die Walkurr, 
showing a dramatic cl iff for the setting. 
from the Schw~izerisch~ Theatersammlung Swiss Theatre CollectiOn, Bern. 

Fig. 8.4. Adolphe Appia's scene design for 
Dit Walkiirt, 1892, showing Appia's ideas for 
atmospheric fog. 
from the Sch-·z~nsch~ Th~at~mmlungi5,.1U Thutr~ 
Coll~ct10n, ~m. 

thought light was the visual element most analogou to mu. k
it is capable of reflecting moment-by-moment changes in mood, 

tonality, a nd rhythm-he considered it the primary means of 

unifying and blending all the visual elements into a harmomous 

whole. [fig 8.5] 
Ultimately, Appia sought to create an absolute beaut} u mg 

idealized elements. He hoped that his ideas would be adopted at 

Bayreuth , but when he brought his sketche to the attention of the 

Bayreuth management, they were ignored. Unfortunately, Appia 

found few opportunities to demon trate his ideas. 

In 1906, Appia met Emi le Jacques -Dalcroze (I86s-1950), 

who, next to Wagner, was the greatest mfluence on Appia 's work. 
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~acques-Dalcroze was concerned about his music students' inabil
Ity to master rhythm and, after conducting experiments with them 
deve~op~d eurythmics, a system that led students to experience' 
mustc kmesthetically. In 19IO two wealthy Germ f: ' an manu ac-
turers offered to build Jacques-Dalcroze a school at Hellerau a 
suburb o.fDresden. The school's auditorium, stage, and lighti~g 
were destgned by Appia in collaboration with Alexander von Salz
mann (I87o-19~3) and Heinrich Tessenow (18?6-I9SO). It was 
the first theatre m modern times to be built 'th . h I . . WI out a proscemum 
~rc ' resu tmg m a completely open stage. The walls and ceil-
mg were covered with transparent canvas, behind which about 
thr~e thousand la~ps were installed to give indirect light. Appia's 
maJor collaboration with Jacques-Dalcro . tb . f ze came m 1913 with 
[fi; ~~~~~ o G. luck's Oifeo ed Euridice (Orpheus and Eurydice). 

. e settmgs, among the most abstract of th . 
no representational details beyond a for I e penod, had 

P
I tfi rna arrangement of steps 
a orms, and draperies. World War I br h . ' 

school at Hellerau. oug t the closmg of the 

By the I920S, Appia began to gain hi I 
tion, especially after 1922 h s eng-delayed recogni-
. · ' w en an International Th E h' · 

tlon m Amsterdam focused h' . eatre x tbt-on IS and Cratg's k · 
to receive design commissions but . w?r .. Appta began 
was disliked by traditio I' ' the stmphctty of his work 

na tsts, and only after his death was he 

Fig. 8.6. Adolphe Appia's simplified, 
more severe, abstract design for Orfeus 

and Euridtct. 
From th~ Schwellerische Theatersammlung/ 
SwiSS Theatr~ Collection, Bern. 

acknowledged almost universally to be one of the major theorists 

of the twentieth-century stage. 
Edward Gordon Craig was as flamboyant as Appia was retiring 

and, early on, was able to achieve notoriety throughout Europe. 
Craig often received sole credit for many ideas that he and Appia 
shared. [fig 8.7] He began his career as an actor but in the r89os 
became interested in scenic design. His early designs were more in 
the vein ofHenry Irving's company, in which Craig had performed 
as an actor and in which his mother, Ellen Terry (1848-1928), was 
one of the major stars. His first design appeared in 1900, for Dido 
and Aeneas, an opera by Henry Purcell (r6s9-1695). By 1903, he had 
designed seven productions (for his mother's company), more 
than he was to do during the rest of his life. Most of Craig's practi
cal work, therefore, was done before he turned to writing, through 
which his influence was exerted. His major writings include The 
Art ofTheatre (1905) , translated into German, Dutch, and Russian; 
On the Art of the Theatre (I9II); Towards a New Theatre (1913) ; The 
Theatre Advancin.g (1919); and his periodical The Mask (published 
sporadically from 1908 to 1929). He also designed a number of 
sets not intended for actual production, but the designs were dis
seminated rather widely and became well known through publica
tion. Because of these sets and his extensive publication, he was 
continually involved in controversy, in part because he accused 

Fig. 8.7. Edward Gordon Craig's scene 
design for Ibsen's Pretenders at the Royal 
Theatre, Copenhagen, 1926. 
From Edward Gordon Craig, A production; being 
thirty-two collotype plotts of designs projected or 
realized forthe Pretenders of Henrik Ibsen and produced 
at the Royal theatre, Copenhagen, 1926 (l ondon: 
H. Milford, Oxford University Press, 1930). pl. XXIV, 
Tl1984·'·34' · 1n the collection of the McNay Art 
Museum, gift of Robert l. B. Tobin. The fami ly of 
Edward Gordon Craig. Photograph: M1chael Smith. 

practically every major theatrical figure in Europe of plagiarizing 

his ideas. 
Craig rebelled against Wagner's view of the theatre as a union 

of all the arts, declaring that "the Art of the Theatre is neither act
ing nor the play, it is not scene nor dance, but it consists of all the 
elements of which these things are composed: action, which is 
the very spirit of acting; words, which are the body of the play; line 
and colour, which are the very heart of the scene; rhythm, which is 
the very essence of dance" (138). He refused to assign any hierar
chy to these elements, arguing instead that the theatre artist uses 
them all in his work, which is as pure and autonomous as that of 

the painter, sculptor, composer, or poet. 
He acknowledged that in the past in most theatrical produc

tions, a craftsman-director had coordinated the work of several 
other craftsmen, but he was seeking a higher form in which a 
master artist, without the medium of a literary text, would cre
ate every element of a wholly autonomous art, the purpose of 
which was to express absolute beauty unconcerned with everyday 
appearance-that is , realism- and reveal the mysterious, interior, 
and secret planes ofbeing that make up the "spiritual universe of 
the imagination" (Craig, 276). Like the symbolists, he believed 
that this beauty could not be expressed directly but could only 
be suggested through the symbol- "the visible sign of the idea." 
He rejected realism and historical accuracy in favor ofline, color, 

mass, light, movement, gesture, and sound-all cho en for their 
evocative, rather than their representational, power. 

Like Appia, Craig became known more through his drawmgs 
than through staged designs. The most notable feature ofCraig's 
designs is height. [fig 8.8) Some critics have argued that, ifbuilt, 
most of his sets would be eight stories tall. He wa~ most con
cerned with volume and space, depending primarily on strong 
lines devoid of realistic detail. [fig 8.g) One of his favorite proj
ects was the mobile setting. He experimented with screens that he 
sought to make mobile and that could change in full view of the 
audience without the means being revealed. His major attempt 
with this was made at the Moscow Art 1 heatre with hts semng 
for Hamlet in 191 2. [figs 8.10 and 8.11] Craig's screens were neu
tral in color so thei r appearance could be altered by light. They 
were to have been covered with different narural matenals, such 
as metal and cork, but he had to settle for paint on canvas. The 
screens were supposed to glide from one po'>ttton to another m 
full view of the audience, bu t so many difhculncs arose that the 
front curtain was closed between scenes while the screens were 
rearranged by stagehands. Craig changed the traditional light
ing positions, using more top light and fewer wing lighb and 
footlights, anticipating the modern poslttons with the use of the 

electric light (Keller, 154). 
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Fig. 8.8. Edward Gordon Craig's preliminary scene design for Macbeth, 1911. 
Edward Gordon Craog (Bntish, •871- og66). Graphite on pa~r. 6 x 4'/a in. In the collection ofthe 
McNay Art Museum, goft of the Tobin Endowment. v The fa mily of Edward Gordon Craig. Photograph: 
Mochael Smoth. 

Fig. 8.10. Edward Gordon Craig's scene design for "Hamlet greeting the 
actors" in act Ill ofHamlrt, 1926. 
Edward Gordon Craog (Bntosh, o871 og66) Watercolor and pastel on pa~r. o8 x 11y, on., 
Tl og88.us8. In the collectoon ofthe McNay Art Museum, goft of Margaret Batts Tobon. 
C> The fa moly ofEdward Gordon Craog. Photograph: Mochael Smith. 

Fig. 8.9. Edward Gordon Craig's scene design for Electra . 
Edward Gordon Craig (British, o871- og66). Froztn Motoon Study, ' 907· Etching, 6Y. x 81. in., 
Tlog88. q8. In the collection of the McNay Art Museum, goft of Margaret Batts Tobon. 

The family of Edward Gordon Craig. Photograph: Michael Smoth. 

Fig. 8.u. Edward Gordon Craig, model of screens for "Hamlet greeting the 
actors" in act lll, of Hamlet, ca. 1907. 
Ed;ard Go:don C~ig (Brotosh, o871- og66). Pa~r on board woth hnen hinges; wood engraving on board; 
sc eens. 07 Va on. hogh; black fi gure, >Yo on. high, Tl o94.o. oo66.o,4. In the collection of the McNay Art 
Museum, goft of Robert l. B. Tobin. -w The family of Edward Gordon Craig. Photograph: Michael Smith. 

The Advent of Electrified Theatre 

The design work of Appia and Craig could not have been accom
plished without the facility, power, and control of electric light. 
Electric lighting technology was in its infancy in the mid-18oos, 
when electric arc lights were first used in combination with 
gaslights. In 1882, at the International Electro-Technical Expo
sition in Munich, a fully electrified theatre was demonstrated. 
This exhibition used arc lamps on a wing-and-drop stage, and 
the electrician operated the dimmers from the wings. After th is 
exhibition, actor-managers became interested in using this 

new kind of lighting (Sellman and Merill, 19). 
However, early electric lighting presented several problems 

for artists and audiences. Although the electric light was an 
efficient energy source and was less dangerous than gas light
ing systems, cities were not yet outfitted with electricity, so 
theatres had to have their own steam generators to power bat
teries to supply the electricity. Many actor-managers disliked 
the electric light in practice because it was much brighter than 
gaslight and, at first, difficult to control. The early dimmers 
were "salt pots" or "saltwater dimmers." Dimming or brighten
ing the lights involved placing wires attached to metal plates 
into barrels or other large containers of salt water. When the 
wires touched, the lights brightened; when they were moved 
farther apart, the lights dimmed. This unwieldy method was 
also dangerous, because chlorine gas was emitted when the 
lights were dimmed or brightened. In the late nineteenth 
century and early twentieth century, rheostat res istance dim
mers were developed. These large devices were operated from 
beneath the stage floor, with cables running through holes in 
the boards. Electric lighting also made audiences uncomfort
able in winter months: Gas lighting had been used as a form 

of heating (see figures 7.50-7 .53). 

M A J O R ADVA NC E S I N EL ECTRI C 

T HE ATR I CA L L I G HT ING 

1808 Sir Humphrey Davy invents the carbon arc light, but it 

is impractical. 

1846 Electric lights are used at the Paris Opera. 

1875 Two Canadians, Matthew Evans and Henry Woodward, pat
ent the electric lightbulb. Lacki ng the fu nds to com
mercialize their invention, they sell the patent to Thomas 
Edison, who then alters and refines it (Briggs, 134). 

1878 Charles Francis Bush produces the first commercially 

successfu l arc light. 

1878 Henry Irving holds lighting rehearsals (Briggs , 134). 

1879 Edison invents the incandescent lamp in t he United States, 
using carbonized bamboo fibers fo r the fi lament. At about 
the same t ime, Sir joseph Swan invents the incandescent 

lamp in England (Briggs , 134). 

188o The Paris Opera is fu lly electrified (Briggs, 134). 

1881 Richard D'Oyly Carte uses electric light exclusively fo r 
Patience at the Savoy Theatre in London. The electricity was 

generated on-site. He used six dimmers. 

1881 Edmund Audran's musical Olivette is produced at the Bijou 
theatre in Boston. Carbon arc olivette instruments, which 
were boxes open on one side and painted white on the inte
rior to help reflect the light, were probably named for this 
production, the first to use them (Briggs, 134, 249). The 

ol ivette is the ancestor of the scoop light. 

1882 The Bijou in Boston, the People's Theatre in New York, t he 
Halstead Street Academy of Music in Chicago, and t he 
Baldwin Theatre in San Francisco are converted to electric-

ity (Briggs, 134). 

1885 Carl Freiher Auervon Welsbach ofVienna invents an incan
descent mantle for use with the gasl ight that increases the 
light output about five times as compared with t he stan
dard slitbu rnerofthe time. lt is named after him and called 
e ither the Welsbach mantle or the Auer burne r (Briggs, 

134). 

18go Dimming was accompl ished with reactance, which oper
ated on an alternating current (Sellman and Merill , 

22-23). 

1905 The carbon filam ent lam p was replaced by the tungsten 

lamp (Keller and Merill, 1 53). 
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Appia and Craig arrived at many of the same conceptions. 

Both considered the theatre to be an autonomous art. Both 

rejected realism. Both were idealists who desired to create a pure 

beauty. They were often denounced as impractical theatre artists, 

but together they forced their contemporaries to reconsider the 

nature of theatre. They encouraged the trend toward simplified 

decor, plasticity of space, and atmospheric lighting. Theirs was 

a theatre of ideal beauty that addressed the imagination. Their 

ideas became extremely influential and dominated both theory 

and practice until after World War II. 

Reinhardt 

While Appia and Craig were formulating their theories, Max Rein

hardt (1873-1943) was developing an approach to staging that has 

dominated scenic design since the early twentieth century. Basic 

theories of staging had been shared by almost everyone, up until 

the last half of the nineteenth century, when competing modes of 

staging began to develop-realism, naturalism, and symbolism 

being the most popular. Adherents to the new theories tended 

to be rather homogeneous: The symbolist directors might have 

disagreed with the realists and naturalists, but they nevertheless 

staged all plays in their unique way, just as the realists and natu

ralists_ did in theirs. Reinhardt' s contribution lay in advocating 

that dtrectors do not need to adhere to a single theory. Each new 

production, he said, requires its own staging decisions. Each new 
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Fig. 8.12. Karl Walser's 
design for act IV, scene 1 of 
Shakespeare's A Midsummer 
Ni9ht's Dream at Munich's 
Ki.instlertheater, 1909, 
directed by Max Reinhardt. 
From the Schweizerische Theater· 
sammlung I Swiss Theatre Collection, 

Bern. 

production is a problem to be solved, not by following a predeter

mined formula but by finding clues within the work itself. That 

way, Reinhardt could embrace antirealism without denying real

ism. He developed this eclecticism into an artistic creed, declaring, 

"Every masterpiece has its own style, in action as well as decora

tion" (Sayler and Gudernatsch, 82). To him it was a question of 

finding the "dominant flavor" of each piece and capturing it with 

every element at the director's disposal. 
Reinhardt, who began his career in Austria as an actor, arrived 

in Berlin in r894 and was employed by Brahm, who, as head of 

the Deutsches Theater, was among the most influential figures 

in the German theatre. Brahm, who was a disciple of realism and 

naturalism, followed those styles faithfully in his staging. While 

working for Brahm, Reinhardt ran a cabaret, Schall und Rauch, 

and between 1902 and 1905 managed the Kleines Theater, where 

he presented nearly fifty plays from a wide range of periods and 

in as many styles, among them works by Strindberg, Wilde, Frank 

Wedekind (r864-1918), and Maksim Gorky (r868-1936). His fame 

dates primarily from 1905, when he succeeded Brahm as director 

of the Deutsches Theatre. In 1906 he opened the Kammerspiele 

(Chamber Theatre) in conjunction with the Deutsches, which was 

a larger house. This was a major development, for this arrange

ment allowed him to combine the strengths of a small theatre with 

those of a large theatre. Soon this pattern was adopted throughout 

Europe and then spread to the United States, where it has been a 

standard arrangement in nonprofit and educational theatres. 

Reinhardt's production of Shakespeare's A Midsummer N(ght's 

Dream, which opened in Berlin in 1905 , was a milestone in the 

modern theatre. In effect, it was an extension of production prac

tices of the mid-nineteenth century in which moving panoramas 

had made actors appear to run through the fores t without ever 

leaving the stage. [fig 8.12) But those earlier performances rel ied 

on scenery painted on a moving backdrop. Reinhardt' s great 

advance in staging relied on a revolving stage, which had been 

introduced by Karl Lautenschlager in Munich in r896. Using the 

revolving stage, Reinhardt could mount three-dimensional forms 

that allowed the actors to be in the forest rather than in front of a 

picture of a forest. 

Veritable trees, not painted but plastic ones were placed on the 

stage, and the space below was covered, not with a painted 

ground-cloth, but with what seemed to be palpable grass, in 

which the feet sunk among the flowers; while here and there 

were seen bushes and little beeches growing between the 

trees, and in the midst of all a little Jake mirrored between two 

hills. And now [constructed on the revolving stage) all this 

forest began to turn, discovering new perspectives, always 

changing its aspect, presenting ever new images inexhaust

ible as Nature (Fuerst and Hume, 26). 

Reinhardt subsequently directed several productions of A Mid

summer Night's Dream, including a film version in the 1930s. The 

first production was designed by Gustav Knina (dates unknown), 

but subsequent productions-variations on the original-were 

designed primarily by Ernst Stern (r876-1954). 
For a time Reinhardt also directed the Munich Art Theatre, 

which between 1908 and 1914 was one of the most adm ired 

theatres in Europe. The principal promoter of th is theatre was 

Georg Fuchs (r868-1949), a scholar and critic whose reputation 

for a time matched Appia's and Craig's, and whose influence was 

felt throughout Europe through his books, of which the most 

popular was Die Revolution des Theatres, published in 1909, in which 

he championed the work being done at the Munich Art Theatre. 

Fuchs adopted the slogan "Retheatricalize the Theatre," which 

was meant to rebut the symbolist slogan "Detheatricalize the 

Theatre." The architect of the Munich Art Theatre was Max Lin

man (r862-1931), whose design showed the influence of Wagner's 

theatre at Bayreuth. Perhaps the most important feature of the 

stage was the proscenium, which was sufficiently tall to contain a 

door at stage level and a balcony above. The proscenium structure 

could be moved on and off the stage to alter the size of the pro

scenium opening or to serve as a scenic element. Behind the pro

scenium, the stage floor was divided into sections, each mounted 

on an elevator that could be lowered into the basement to change 

settings or raised to create additional stage levels. For the most 

part, acting was confined to the plane framed by the proscenium, 

Fig. 8.13. Ernst Stern's design for a scene in front of the Sheik's palace 
in Freidrich Freska's pantomime Sumrun for Max Reinhardt. 
HTC 6.349· From the Harvard Theat~ Collection, Houghton lobrary 

while the area beyond the proscenium was reserved for scenery 

or crowd scenes. The stage, then , was basically a bas-relief. By 

fo rcing performers to remain close to the audience, Reinhardt 

established a sense of community and emphasized the scene's 

plasticity by frami ng it against a simplified background. The prin

cipal designer at the Munich Art Theatre was Fritz Erler (1868-

1940), who championed stylized decor. His effects were achieved 

p rimarily with simple forms , painted drops, and the manipulation 

of colored light. He tended to mute three-dimensionality. 
Rei n hard t worked with a large number of designers, but 

the th ree most important in h is Eu ropean theatres were tern, 
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[fig 8.13] who designed more than one hundred fifty productions 

for Reinhardt; Knina, who designed more than ninety productions, 

mostly in the chamber theatres; and Alfred Roller (1864-1935), 

(fig 8.14] a disciple of Appia. Roller also formed an association of 

young artists, known after 1897 as the Vienna Sezession, which 

included Gustav Klimt (1862-1918) and Emil Orlik (1870-1932). 

Other designers who subsequently worked with Reinhardt include 

Karl Walser (1877-1943) [fig 8.rs], Oskar Strnad (1879-1935), 

Lovis Corinth (t8s8-1925), and Carl Otto Czechka (1878-1960). 

When Reinhardt began to work in the United States in the 1920s

and especially in the 1930s, after he was forced out of Germany 

by the Nazis-he worked with young American designers, among 

them Norman Bel Geddes (1893-1958), Oliver Smith (1918-1994), 

Boris Aronson (1898-198o), and Harry Horner (191D-1994). 

Reinhardt was much in demand as a director and was invited 

to mount plays in such cities as Budapest, Breslau, Frankfurt, 

London , Munich, Saint Petersburg, Stockholm, and Warsaw. He 

was among the founders of the Salzburg Festival in 1920, and he 

was able to gain control of the Redoutensaal, a large hall within 

a Viennese palace, in which he staged mostly eighteenth-century 

operas and plays. 

One ofReinhardt's goals was to move away from the confines 

of proscenium staging and bring the spectator and actor together 

(see Tollini, 149). This desire explains his attempt to create a 

Fig. 8.14. Alfred Roller's scene design for "Margaret's Garden" in Faust. 
from th~ Max R~inhardt Archives, Spec1al Coll~ct1ons, Bing hamton Univers1ty Library, Binghamton 
University, State University of New York. 

Fig. 8.15. Karl Walser's scene design for the tomb and graveyard in act V, 
scene 3 ofRomeo and juliet, Berlin, 1907. 
f rom the Max Reinhardt Archives, Special Collect1ons, Binghamton University Library, Binghamton 
University, State University of New York. 

theatre that would resurrect some of the strengths of the Greek 

theatre. [fig 8.16] In 1919, he converted Berlin's Circus Schumann 

into the Grosses Schauspielhaus (Great Playhouse), which seated 

five thousand (some accounts say three thousand five hundred), 

in which he mounted many Greek plays, including Aeschylus's 

The Oresteia. Another goal was to create a theatre for the working 

class (Tollini, rso). As described by Frederick Tollini, the new 

theatre was conceived around an elliptically shaped stage, sec

tions of which could be raised and lowered independently or tilted 

at angles. [fig 8.q] 

There was also a revolving stage, backed by a cyclorama with 

the latest lighting equipment, which Reinhardt used to explore 

abstracted approaches to illumination. He was one of the first 

directors to use highly saturated lighting in blue, purple, and 

green, instead of the traditional amber, red, and white (Keller, 

rs6). Reinhardt abandoned the Grosses Schauspielhaus in late 

1920 and returned to Austria as his home base. 

One of Reinhardt's best-known productions was Das Mirakel 

(The Miracle) by Karl Vollmoller (1878-I948), an elaborate pan

tomime, which was first staged at the Olympia Hall in London in 

19n and subsequently in many cities throughout Europe and, in 

its most famous rendition, in New York in 1924. For this produc

tion, Bel Geddes transformed the Century Theatre into a medi

eval cathedral. [figs 8.18 and 8.19] The Miracle was a forerunner of 

Fig. 8.l6. Ernst Stern's scene design for Oedipus Roc in 1910 at the Circus Schumann, staged by Reinhardt. Sketch by Emtl Orlik. 
from the Max Reinhardt Archives, Special Coll~ctlons, Binghamton Uni~rslty Library, Binghamton UniV~rslty, Stat~ University of N~ York. 

k h fi th · 1 scene 10 Remhardt's staging ofRoland's Danton in the Grosses Schausptelhau&, 
Fig. 8.q. Ernst Stern's s etc or e rrta 
after it was remodeled and renamed. 

S 1 Col' ~10115 B•nghamton Univers1ty L•brary. B~nghamton Un•vers•ty, State Unrvers•ty ofN~ York. 
from the Max Rt.nhardt Archnr~. ~>«•• · 
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Fig. 8.18. Photograph ofthe 
setting for Karl Vollmoller's 
The M1racle, designed by Norman 
Bel Geddes and directed by Max 
Reinhardt. 
Photograph by Whot~ Studio, #5936·68. 
Coll~ction I Call no. Norman Bel Geddes, 
box 93 , folder OS·3. 4 (job 85). Harry Ran· 
som Humanities Res~arch Cent~r, The 
Unoversoty ofT~xas at Auston, Courtesy of 
th~ Edith lu~ns Bel Geddes Estate. 

Fig. 8.19. Scene design by Nor· 
man Bel Geddes for The Miracle 
as staged by Max Reinhardt at 
the Century Theatre, New York, 
1924. This sectional plan shows 
the arrangement of the scenery 
and machinery in this theatre 
after it was converted to look 
like a medieval cathedral. 
Image originally published in Scotnto~c 
Amtrocon. Collectoon {Call no. Norman Bel 
Geddes oversize, box 21, folderi . 9 (job 85). 
Harry Ransom Humanitoes Research Center, 
The University ofTexas at Austin, Courtesy 
of the Edith Lutyens Bel Geddes Estate. 

Fig. 8.20. Design sketch by 
Harry Horner for the Max Rein
hardt production ofThe Eternal 
Road by Franz Werfel at the 
Manhattan Opera House, 
New York, 1937-
From the Max R~inhardt Archiv~s. S~cial 
Collections, Binghamton University library, 
Bonghamton University, State Univ~rsity of 
New York. Us~d with permission from the 
family of Harry Homer. 

Fig. 8.21. Production photograph 
showing a scene design by Alexander 
Golovin from the performance of Don 
juan, directed by Meyerhold, for the 
Alexandinsky Theatre, St. Petersburg, 
1910. Note the small cabinets on each 
side of the stage, which hid commen
tators on the action. 
Picture II GIK 7•49/27. (!; St. Petersburg State 
Museum ofTheatre and Music. 

one of Reinhardt's final productions, Die Weg der Verheissun,g (The 

Eternal Road) by Franz Werfel (18go-1945), a saga of the Jewish 

struggle to survive, staged in New York at the Manhattan Opera 

House in 1937. [fig 8.20] I twas designed by Horner. Much ofRein

hardt's time in the United States was spent in Hollywood, where he 

headed a school for actors and directed films. By the 1930s, he was 

probably the best-known director in the world, and many young 

designers visited his theatres, where they became acquainted with 

his methods and adopted aspects of those practices in their own 

work. He was an important influence on the development of what 

came to be known in the United States as the "new stagecraft." 

Russian Modernism 

While Reinhardtwas influencing theatre practice in Central Europe 

in the early twentieth century, other important changes were 

taking place in Russia in theatres under the influence of Sergei 

Diaghilev (1872-1929) and Vsevolod Meyerhold (1874-1940). 

Both were partially influenced by the visual art of the symbolists 

and other revolutionary painters. [fig 8.21] 
In Russia, the antirealist impulse was at first most evident in 

The World of Art, a periodical established by Diaghilev in 1898. It 

covered all the arts but eventually was most influential in music 

and ballet. After the 1903 retirement ofMarius Petipa (1818-1910), 

who had dominated Russian ballet in the nineteenth century, full

length fairy-tale works, such as Swan Lake and Sleepin,g Beauty, were 

largely replaced by shorter works that offered opportunities for 

novel choreography, set to the music of composers such as Igor 

Stravinsky, whose scores included complex rhythms and shifts in 

mood. The settings were designed by major artists of various new 

schools. In 1909, Diaghilev took a ballet company that empha

sized these new qualities to Paris. The enthusiastic response led 

him to create the Ballets Russes, which toured throughout Europe 

to enthusiastic response for both its dancing and its visual design, 

especially the costumes and scenery. When the Russian Revolu

tion erupted in 1917, the Ballet Russes stayed in France, where it 

was one of the most praised and influential companies in Europe. 

It remained a major company until Diaghilev's death in 1929. 

The scenic style of the Ballets Russes did nor depend on any 

new technical devices, for it relied primarily on painted wings 

and drops. Nevertheless, it departed markedly from illusioni m, 

because line, color, and decorative motifs were considerably styl

ized to reflect moods and themes rather than specific period 

or places. Although the designers drew on familiar forms and 
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